Dear Democratic Government for Whom I Fought, Donated & Voted:

1) Girls and women need single-sex spaces in which to be safe under violent patriarchy.

Men who want to be women ARE NOT WOMEN. And they do NOT belong in girls' and women's single-sex spaces.

It doesn't matter what they call themselves, men can NOT use girls and women as their human shields.

Men who want to be women still have SRY markers on their chromosomes that give them greater skeletal and muscle mass than women, they are socialized with male privilege, and they commit crimes and sexual assaults at the same rate as other men. Girls and women have the right to be safe from them.

2) Girls and women also need single-sex sports, as protected under Title IX, in order to compete fairly among themselves.

Boys and men athletes who want to be girls and women ARE NOT GIRLS AND WOMEN. They do NOT belong on girls' and women's sports teams.

It doesn't matter what they call themselves, boys and men can NOT use girls and women to makes themselves appear to be better athletes than they are. That is cheating.

Boys' and men's SRY markers on their chromosomes give them greater skeletal and muscle mass, along with a host of other male-specific physical traits. Girls and women have the right to compete among themselves free of male cheating.

This is all science.

And it is not debatable.

3) Women's rights are human rights, and human rights are women's rights.

The press and many Democratic politicians are pretending, somehow, that women's rights only matter to Republicans. That is insanity.
The DEMOCRATIC Party is the Party of WOMEN.

Democratic women (and Democratic men who care about girls and women) are shocked and horrified to see our own Party embracing this dangerous misogyny. Such Democrats are now calling themselves "politically homeless" and vowing not to vote for any politician who supports this current shocking attack on women's rights.

If Democratic leaders refuse to pass laws protecting girls and women, the Democratic Party will lose in 2022, and it will all be the fault of this appalling misogynist agenda.

Refusing to protect the rights of girls and women is going to destroy America.

Act NOW before it's too late.

PROTECT the rights of girls and women.

Sincerely,
the Mixon family
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